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Chapter 27 
The Age of Imperialism 

1850 C.E. – 1914 C.E. 
 

27.1: The Scramble for Africa 

Imperialism: the seizure of a _________________________________ 

_____________________________________. 

Africa Before European Domination 
 Africa was divided into _________________________________________________________. Europeans 

travelling Africa faced ________________________________________________________________________. 

 Around 1872, Belgium signed treaties with local chiefs of the ______________________________ giving control 

of the land to Belgium’s king, Leopold II. Over 20 years, he ___________________________________________. 

 Other European colonies soon __________________________________________________________. 

Forces Driving Imperialism 
 European nations sought to ____________________________ in a search for _____________________________. 

 Europeans also saw empires as ____________________________. Only strong countries had _________________. 

 Many also believed in their ____________________________. The theory of ________________________ told 

them that life was “___________________________.” Only the _____________________________ will succeed. 

 Europeans believed they had ___________________________________________________________________. 

 __________________________________________________ contributed to Europe’s success. Africa’s people 

had few answers for items like _____________________________________________________________. 

The Division of Africa 
 The discovery of diamonds and gold in Africa during the late 1800’s ________________________________________. 

 In 1884, 14 European nations me at the _______________________ to avoid war and lay down _____________ 
________________________. They divided the continent with _______________________________________. 
No African ruler was _______________________________________________________________. 

Three Groups clash over South Africa 
 The history of South Africa is a history of _____________________________ clashing over ___________________. 

27.2: Imperialism 

In carving up Africa, European countries paid little or no attention to _____________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________. 

A New Period of Imperialism 
 During the 18th and 19th centuries, Europeans were determined ______________________________________ 

___________________________________ and wanted the people to __________________________________. 

 Indirect Control – local officials handled _________________________________________________________________. 

 Direct Control – paternalism: providing for their ___________________________________________________________. 
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African Resistance 
 Africans across the continent ___________________________________________________________________. 

The contest was never equal because __________________________________________________________. 

 In the Maji Maji rebellion of East Africa, over _________________ died. The Germans were shaken by ________ 

_________________________________________. They made some government reforms _________________ 

_____________________________________________________________. 

 Ethiopia was the ____________________________________________________________________. Menelik II 

built up a _____________________________________________________________ purchased from France 

and Russia. Ethiopian forces successfully ____________________________________________. 

A Legacy of Colonial Rule 
 Negative Effects 
 Africans lost control of _________________________________________. Many died _____________________. 

 Famines resulted from ________________________________________________________________________. 

 The most harmful political legacy was _________________________________________________. The artificial 

boundaries _________________________________________________________________________________. 

 These boundaries continue to _______________________________________________________________. 

 Positive Effects 
 Colonialism reduced _____________________________________. 

 Humanitarian efforts improved ______________________________________________________________. 

Lifespans ________________ and literacy rates _____________________. 

 To aid the economic growth, ___________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________ in African colonies. 


